DAKSHIN HARYANA BIJLI VITRAN NIGAM
Office of the General Manager/Administration,
Block-B, Vidyut Sadan, Vidyut Nagar, Hisar-125 005
-01662- 223439(O), (Fax) 01662-223108
To
Shri ________
____________

Memo No.
Subject: -

Dated:

Engagement as Legal Co-ordinator at ________Circle Level.
Vide SE/Admn. DHBVN, Hisar Memo No. ____________ dated

_______, you are hereby engaged as Legal Co-ordinator for__________ Circle,
as per your consent to deal with the revenue court cases of this Circle on fixed
remuneration of Rs.20,000/- PM (Rupees Twenty thousand per month) w.e.f.
_______________.
The Job to be dealt with is as under:1. To prepare the list of all court cases pending in this Circle in various courts
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

covering all ____ numbers S/Divns. In descending order with respect to the
amount involved and feed in computer.
Monitoring of these cases and persuasion with the Advocates dealing with the
case for speedy redressal and proper defence in the Court.
Cases of theft of energy to be taken up with the concerned Advocate for
recovery of the amount or arrest of accused in case of nonpayment to be
expedited.
To monitor the implementation of court orders for avoiding contempt of Court.
Timely, persuasion with the concerned Advocate/SDO/dealing hand for
defending the case in the court before the date of hearing.
Weekly progress report be submitted in the Circle Office, ____________.
All the cases with brief summary and dates of hearing/judgment etc. be
computerized.
Any other points noticed during persuasion of the case other than above
mentioned points should also be deemed to be included in the work.
The payment will be made by Xen _________DHBVN _______ cheque.
SE(OP)Circle
DHBVN______

Endst. No.Ch.

Dated:

A copy of the above is forwarded to the following :1. The LR, HPU, Panchkula.
2. The CGM/Commercial, DHBVN, Hisar.
3. The SE/Admn., DHBVN, Hisar w.r.t. his office memo no. __________ dated
_____________.

4. Nodal Officer O/o GM/Admn. DHBVN, Hisar.
5. The CE/OP DHBVN, Hisar/Delhi.
6. All Xens (OP) DHBVN under this Circle to monitor the progress of SDO’s on
weekly basis.
7. All SDOs (OP) under this Circle,
for information and necessary action. They are directed to supply updated list
of all pending consumer court cases pending before any Court i.e. High
Court DCRF/State Commission/Civil Court & Theft of energy cases, where
FIR lodged by Deptt. to the Legal Co-ordinator and Circle Nodal officer from
time to time as required by them. It is further added that the concerned SDO
(OP) shall be fully responsible for co-ordinating with the legal co-ordinator
and discuss in detail with him and the concerned advocate as required above
before Court date.
8. Shri _________________, Circle Supdt. (OP) Circle, DHBVN, _________ is
designated as Nodal Officer for above purpose. (Mobile No. __________ )
and is hereby directed to pursue all matters relating to consumer Court cases
regarding collection and compilation of various information and data and
further conveying/reporting to higher officers and keeping liaison with Legal
Co-ordinator.
9. BA/CHD(OP) Circle, DHBVN ____________ to extend co-operation to Legal
Co-ordinator and Circle Nodal Officer.

SE(OP)Circle
DHBVN, ________

